CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

As the second largest city in Indonesia, Surabaya has the most important role in developing the country, and PT. TIMU INDONESIA also has the chance to be the next international company from Indonesia.

PT. TIMU INDONESIA is a big company and has a lot of diverse clients. Despite having numerous and varied clients, the company is constantly trying to get new clients with innovative offers that are even able to provide prices with substantial market disparities. As a company that engaged in services, PT. TIMU INDONESIA continues to provide excellent service to all clients.

Having the opportunities to do the internship at PT. TIMU INDONESIA gave the writer a lot of experiences. During the internship, the writer learned about all the tasks given. The writer also got much information about this company that she did not know previously. Working with a lot of foreign company, the writer knew how to deal with foreign people. They liked to work on time, and once we are late for a project or we disappointed them, they will not use the company services again.

PT. TIMU INDONESIA is a company that is perfect for internship because the system works directly plunge into the real world of work and it was not just read and archive.
data, photocopy, and more. The writer worked like professional but was always held up by senior. A friendly working environment makes her now awkward to ask when experiencing difficulties.

It is good to worked at a trans-logistics company, because it taught a lot of experiences. Not only practice the English skills, but also could get a relative to work together.